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Excellent Great Good OK 

Introduction/
Thesis (20 
pts) 

Well developed 
intro and thesis 
statement. They 
are engaging and 
inform the reader 
of the author’s 
point about the 
source and the 
topic.  

Intro and thesis 
are fairly well 
developed. They 
are not 
completely 
engaging with or 
informing on the 
author’s point on 
either research 
or the topic.  

Intro and thesis 
introduce the 
author’s point, but 
does not give 
complete and 
accurate 
information. 

Intro and thesis 
do not introduce 
author’s point, or 
importance of the 
subject is not 
evident.  

Body 
Paragraphs  
(30 pts) 

Each paragraph 
contains a clear 
topic sentence 
relating to the 
prompt. Details in 
each paragraph 
are clear, specific, 
and vividly 
support the 
author’s point 
about the source’s 
rhetoric, and the 
required sections 
are easily 
identified. 

Each paragraph 
contains a topic 
sentence relating 
to the prompt. 
Details in each 
paragraph are 
clear, specific, 
but do not fully 
support the 
author’s point. 
 

At least one topic 
sentence is not 
clear or does not 
relate to the 
prompt. The 
details are not 
clear or the 
subjects are not 
given the same 
space to explain 
the author’s point. 

There are 
apparent topic 
sentences in each 
paragraph. 
Details are either 
wrong or do not 
fit with the 
author’s point. 

Conclusion  
(20 pts) 

The concluding 
paragraph 
effectively unifies 
the author’s point 
about rhetoric. It 
engages with an 
original claim. 

The concluding 
paragraph 
unifies the 
author’s point, 
but it does not 
engage with an 
original claim.  

The concluding 
paragraph makes 
a point, but it 
does not unify the 
essay effectively.  

There is no 
conclusion or the 
conclusion does 
not relate to the 
rest of the essay.  

Mechanics 
and 
Organization  
(30 pts) 

No errors in 
spelling, MLA 
format, or 
grammar. Topics 
are covered 
vividly and given 
about the same 
amount of space. 

A few minor 
errors in 
spelling, MLA 
format, or 
grammar. Topics 
are given 
roughly the 
same space. 

A few distracting 
errors in spelling, 
MLA format, or 
grammar. Topics 
are not given the 
same amount of 
space or details 
are lacking.  

Distracting and 
major errors in 
spelling, MLA 
format, and 
grammar. Details 
are missing or 
out of order.  



 


